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PROLOGUE 

 

I say unto thee, that a poor man, who cannot read a line, that goeth into the 

house of the afflicted, giving what little he hath, and, with a willing heart, 

cleaneth the floor and garments of the bed-ridden, is more learned in my 

kingdoms than are these graduated preachers. (Judgment 26:6) 

 

But hear Thou my prayer, O Father! Make me strong, that I may carry heavy 

burdens for the weary; give me liberty, that I may go about helping the poor 

forever. Give me wisdom, that I may uncover Thy glories before men. 

(Cpenta-Armij 2:11) 

 

It hath been said, from time without end, that to help the poor, to give to them, 

to serve them, is good works done unto others. But I say unto you, this but 

half-way to that which is good. For ye shall not only help them, but shall go 

and teach them how to help themselves. This is doing good unto others. 

(Eskra 27:12) 

 

I proclaim all people His People; and I say also, go forth and redeem the world. 

But not with words only, nor by the sword, nor by armies of destroyers but by 

peace and love, and providing remedies for the poor, and afflicted, and 

helpless, and distressed. (Ouranothen 1:24) 
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Florence Kelley, 

Lived her life angelically; 

Fought the rich and powerful in order to brighten the dark lives of 

child laborers … ever relentlessly; 

Brought to these children real hopes, real futures, real opportunities 

to live their lives justly, joyfully; 

Ever Alive with Spirit Angelic: Florence Kelley. 
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-  

Jacob Beilhart, 

Angel of earth, Angel from the heavens, thou truly art; 

Doing good works, hard work, teaching, channeling, inspiring, 

serving, healing in all arts; 

Ever sharing all he had, from one heart to all hearts; 

Ever Shining forth Spirit Eternal: Jacob Beilhart. 
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Aung San Suu Kyi, 

Unwavering peacemaker for humanity; 

For the people of Burma, greater justice and harmony; 

For the people of our world, an exemplary spiritual leader for greater 

equality and liberty; 

Ever Alive with Spirit Ethereal: Aung San Suu Kyi. 
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Black Elk Heȟáka Sápa; 

Holy Medicine Man of the Lakota; 

Victorious Warrior over marauding Armies of America, 

Travels the Roads, Travels the Visions — The Circle of the Four 

Directions via; 

Blessed by the Great Spirit’s Wisdom, Bright as Night Skies’Aurora, 

Guided by the Six Grandfathers, Rohn-kon’bhee-la. 

Speaking for All Nations — Words of Wakantanka 

So that Peace begins in The New Era; 

Ever Shining forth Spirit Transcendent: Black Elk Heȟáka Sápa. 
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Peace Pilgrim, 

Renounces wealth and fame, even her name: Mildred Lisette 

Norman; 

Walks penniless for decades, for world peace across America in 

faded denims; 

Thirty-six thousand kilometers sharing love, simplest of lifestyles yet 

holiest sung in humblest hymns; 

Ever Alive with Spirit Ascendant: Peace Pilgrim. 
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Walter DeVoe, 

Angel Ambassador attuning and attuned to the Angelic Path of 

Etherea to show; 

Affirming Mystic Ideals Empowering to eternally create, to eternally 

know; 

Blessings upon the world, upon all lives with Divine Healing to 

bestow; 

Heavenly Purpose, Heavenly Love, a Heavenly Concord through 

mortals that shall forever flow; 

Ever Shining forth Spirit Cosmic: Walter DeVoe. 
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Jacques Cousteau, 

Planet Earth’s sea captain of our biosphere’s crescendo 

Voyaging to preserve our precious Gaia — one leader of the legions 

of nature’s heroes; 

Who helped the world to discovers the resplendent depths beautiful 

below; 

Helped the world on how to value the ocean ecologies’ majestic 

tempo 

By understanding, by revealing every seascape’s vibrant, eternal 

flow; 

Ever Alive with Spirit Healing: Jacques Cousteau. 
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Malala Yousafzai, 

One brave school girl makes a stand on high; 

For the rights of all girls to education — she is ever ready to die; 

By confronting the soldiers of tyranny with but words of almighty 

truth that shall ever sanctify; 

A new age of justice, freedom and equality for all to reach, even ever 

beyond our earth’s celestial skies; 

Ever Shining forth Spirit Enlightening: Malala Yousafzai. 
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Dorothy Day, 

Social justice worker, reaching out tirelessly every day; 

Not a saint, not a churchgoer, but a fervent doer who fervently prays; 

For equality of rights, for every person’s worth — in every way; 

Making every sacrifice so that the least among us will see a better 

day; 

Ever Alive with Spirit Vibrant: Dorothy Day. 
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Clara Barton, 

Red Cross Seraphim, this stalwart nurse from the heavens, 

To go wherever war and disaster would with devastation beckon, 

Again and again she gathered volunteering medical professional of 

dedication 

To unite in ideally devoted rescuing organizations; 

So as to succor, heal and love the suffering hundreds of thousands 

unto fullest revitalization; 

That peace on earth, goodwill to all shall and must become our 

world’s eternal realization; 

Ever Shining forth Spirit Wondrous: Clara Barton. 
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John Muir, 

Wilderness Pioneer, 

Natural Environmental Beauty Preserver, 

Attunes a nation to pristine wonders; 

Whereby this Garden Universe shall Our Inspirer; 

To be ever more One with God’s Creations of Rapture; 

Ever Alive with Spirit Iridescent: John Muir. 
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Wangari Maathai, 

African Wilderness Protectoress High, 

Community leader leading all to plant a trillion trees nigh: 

So that each tribe shall be blessed with forests reaching upward to 

the sky; 

Preserving each village with natural resources to better local 

lifestyles—to vivify; 

Food production, tribal culture, fuel generation, wildlife and shelter to 

preserve—all these reasons why; 

Ever for the people’s good, ever for the land’s fertility to sanctify; 

Ever Shining forth Spirit Radiant: Wangari Maathai. 
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Harriet Tubman, 

South to north slave-liberator champion; 

A fighter fearless—risking her life in every way for everyone’s 

freedom; 

Defiantly guiding all who would be a free man, a free woman; 

Wherefrom each might have a chance build a prosperous life even 

without fair reparation; 

To live a life of their choosing that no government, no one may 

interfere with— 

Nor justly end; 

Ever Alive with Spirit Divine: Harriet Tubman. 
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Martin Luther King, 

Promised Land prophet unifying; 

Leading every spectrum of people to freedom aspiring; 

To boundless hopes, a boundless brotherhood-sisterhood inspiring 

Where our service answers life’s most urgent questions 

empowering; 

Of what we are with love for others doing; 

Ever Shining forth Spirit Glorious: Martin Luther King. 
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Mahatma Gandhi, 

Ever a servant to humanity; 

Ever in service with humility; 

Seeing in all Diversity in Unity, 

Unity in Diversity; 

That shall rise to achieve the noblest purposes of universality; 

Ever Alive with Spirit Almighty: Mahatma Gandhi. 
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John Lennon, 

Musical Mystic Medium 

Idealistic Imaginer of heaven; 

Sings to give peace a chance to countless millions; 

To come together right now over freedom; 

So that all you need is love ever wisdom; 

Ever Shining forth Spirit Universal: John Lennon. 
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Anne Frank, 

Sincerest of All Philosophers of truth and this world’s challenges — 

deserving of all our world’s thanks; 

Penning priceless jewels of soul-felt wisdom upon the pages blank; 

Despite a prisoner threatened daily by the Nazi’s murderous 

cruelties rank; 

Hers the Spirit that carried on courageously caring about humanity 

— ever flowing love, hope and heart for our lives that never sank; 

— Ever Seeking, Ever Preserving Life, Freedom, Justice, for our 

world as a world citizen of the highest rank; 

Ever Alive with Spirit Sacred: Anne Frank, 
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Helen Keller; 

Holy Water; Sacred Rapture, 

Gaining and sharing an ever wiser understanding of our world ever 

clearer; 

Ever eager, ever the encourage — that we may all live our lives for 

the better; 

Senses beyond the mundane touch her, Divine Diviner; 

Par Excellence Explorer … Teacher of how to Learn oh so well …  

Life’s Essential Answers; 

Ever Shining forth Spirit Sublime: Helen Keller. 
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Andrew Jackson Davis, 

First Modern Spiritualist; 

Revealing heavens, healing, Utopia beholding as Supernal 

Supernaturalist; 

A Great Harmonial of the Future and the Present Elementals, Ideals 

in Synthesis; 

Labored Brilliantly, Brightly this Reformist of Mankind by the Light of 

the Universal Sun Glorious; 

Ever Alive with Spirit Inspirational: Andrew Jackson Davis. 
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Dr. Oscar Elias Biscet, 

A heroic dissident our world must never forget; 

A doctor of conscience, absolutely pro-life, absolutely pro-liberty 

even yet; 

For this — was by tyrants into lightless dungeons in torture set; 

For dark decades upon dark decades this noble humanitarian 

though imprisoned — fought back 

Unconquered, every day suffering for every citizen’s right to speak, 

for every child to be born, for every mother’s right — a Precious 

Child Beloved to beget; 

Ever Shining forth Spirit Immortal: Dr. Oscar Elias Biscet. 
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Mother Teresa; 

Tirelessly serving the poorest of the poor— the untouchables — the 

alpha — the omega; 

The abandoned orphans, the future sons, daughters, uplifting hopes 

of India; 

Truly ever as rising Angels of Etherea; 

From the ruins of the poverty, the Love of a Saint, the Love of 

Sacred Service Arisen shall build a Heaven on Earth Utopia; 

Ever Alive with the Spirit of Love:  Mother Teresa. 
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Albert Schweitzer, 

Divinely Ever a Doctor — 

Sacredly Ever a Teacher — 

Devotionally Ever a Healer — 

Universally Ever a Dreamer — 

For the poorest of the World, of Africa  —  the Angelic Miracle 

Worker; 

Ever Shining forth the Spirit of Service: Albert Schweitzer. 
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Abraham Lincoln; 

Captain of Our Union; 

Captain of Freedom; 

Creating the Emancipation Proclamation; 

That would free slaves to become free men, free women; 

Whereby Our World, Our Nation — forevermore becomes, One 

Fiery Sun of Justice, Truth and Wisdom; 

Ever Alive with the Spirit of Redemption: Abraham Lincoln. 
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Nelson Mandela; 

Father of South Africa — 

Freedom Fighter for every people, every person, alpha through 

omega; 

Robben Island’s Supernal Prisoner for decade upon decade — 

absolutely unbreakable — 

Rainbow Warrior demolishing apartheid — every chain and 

bar—with nothing but Majestic, Courage, Truth, and 

Justice—Alleluia! 

Ever Shining forth the Spirit of Unity: Nelson Mandela. 
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To the Great Spirit, A Prayer: 

That we may touch the earth with kind and gentle hands; 

That freedom will be found in this and other lands; 

That for joyful peace throughout the world all together 

shall stand.  


